Alma Mater Bids Grads Adieu

Commencement
exercises
for mid-year graduates will be
held in Tillman Hall auditorium on Saturday, January
25, at 3 pm. At this time 177
students will graduate. 136
will receive bachelor degrees,
37 master, and four PhD's.
Dr. Marc C. Weersing, president of Presbyterian College,
will be the speaker for the
ceremony.
He came from the pastorate
of the First Presbyterian
Church at Spartanburg to succeed the retiring Dr. Marshall
W. Brown as 14th chief executive of the 83-year-old institution owned by Presbyterians
in South Carolina and Georgia.
Dr. Weersing brought to
Presbyterian College a distinction for strong Christian leadership, respect of scholarship
and deep interest in young
people. His seven years' exr
perience as a trustee of the
College included co-chairmanship of the 1962 capital funds
campaign which secured more
than $1,800,000 for Presbyter-

ian from the Synod of South
Carolina.

A native of Grand Rapids,
Mich., President Weersing
earned his B. A. degree from
Calvin Cooledge in Grand
Rapids in 1934 and the bachelor of theology degree from
Calvin Theological Seminary
in 1937. He then came South
for the master of theology degree from Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur, Ga.,
and remained throughout 25
years of service in the ministry. He received the honorary doctor of divinity degree
from Southwestern at Memphis, Tenn., bestowed in 1954.
He began his ministry at the
Decatur First Presbyterian
Church in 1938 and then served the Central Church of
Jackson, Miss., before moving
to Spartanburg. He's in popular demand as a speaker for
college and civic affairs and
has headed Religious Emphasis- Week services and other
programs in many private and

public institutions throughout
the Southeast.
Candidates for graduation
are: ***Alred, Johnny R., CE;
Anderson, Harold D., A&S
(BA); *Anderson, Thomas G.,
Jr., ApMath; Austin, Edward
G., EE; Avinger, Adonis N.,
Ill, CrE; Ayoub, Hibbie A.,
IM.
Also, Barrineau, William E.,
Jr., TM; Beaman, Charles P.,
CE; Belcher, Joe J., TC; Bell,
Robert C, IM; Berry, Walter
E., TM; Blanton, James K.,
AgEd; Bonnett, Robert T.,
Ed; Bradham, David A., PreMed; Bradham, Julian C,
DySc; Brannon, Michael J.,
Arch: Burrell, Victor F., IE.
Also, Campbell, Algie R.,
Jr., InEd; Carter, William T.,
Biol; 'Chalmers, James W. R.,
PS;' Coleman, John B., EE;
Collins, Tom J., AnSc; Cooper,
John W., Arch; Coskrey, Olin
B., AgEd; . Cox, Barry A.,
TC; Cox, Norman O., AgEc;
Also, Delk, Lucius S., A&S
(BS); Derrick, Nathan J., IM;
Dixon, Forest F., Jr., TC;

Theater Postpones Play
We regret to announce that due to unforeseen
circumstances, the first play of the Clemson Little
Theater season, "Come Blow Your Horn," has had
to be postponed.
We apologize to our patrons and to our town
members for this unfortunate occurrence. We
still intend to hold three plays this season although
the first scheduled play will now be presented
early in 1964.
—Clemson Little Theatre

a

Circulation—7,000

He Roars For

Clemson College"

The Four Preps

F. Hamilton

Sparks, Charles D., AgEd.;
Stephenson, William S., IM;
Strickland, David A., A&S
(BS).
Taylor, Robert W., Jr., EE;
Thomas, Cedric L., DySc;
*Trautner, James L., Biol;
Trogdon, Robert B., Jr., A&S
(BS); Truitt, James B., Jr.,
CE; Walker, John C, IE;
Weaver, William H., AgEd;
Weichel, Fredrick P., Jr.,
ME; Wright, Larry E., IM;
Wyatt, James A., A&S (BS);
Yarborough, Bobby J., IM;
Yon, William S., ME.
Candidates for Masters' Degrees January 1964:
Aitken, James B., Hort; Allison, James M., AgE; Brownlee, James C, Jr., CrE;
Bussey, Henry S., Hort; Caskey, Jerry A., ChE; Coates,
Joseph L., AgEc; Conner, William H., Jr., ChE; Cook, Billy
D., AgEc.
Dalton, Roy A., IM; Daniell,
Jeff W., Hort; Edwards, Larry
R., AgEd; Frye, James O.,
AgEc; Gilliam, Russell T., TC;
Gowan, Donald R., Agron;

Hair, Jakie A., Ent; Hall, Edwin P., Chem; Ham, Charles
K., EE; Hilley, Michael E.,
ME; Hinsch, Robert T., AgEc;
Honeycutt, Sammy C, Chem;
Kasley, Samuel J., ChE;
Lane, George, CrE.
McCullough, Bobby A., Phys;
Martin, George B., ChE; Mattox, William R., Ed; Rice,
William H., Jr., CE; Robbins,
Jackie W. D., AgE; Seigler,
Wilbur E., AgE.
Thomas, Claude E., PI
Path; Thomas, William C,
ME; Vaughan, Charles G., Jr.,
Math; Vincent, James P.,
Phys; Walkup, Joseph B., Jr.,
ME; Williamson, Robert E.,
AgE; Wilson, William G., ME;
Wise, John F., AnSc; Wright,
Lynn H., Chem.
Candidates for Doctor of
Philosophy Degrees:
Browder,
Lawrence E.,
Chem; 'Littrell, Robert H., PI
Path; Stephens, Bobby G.,
Chem; Stewart, William H.,
Jr., Phy.
'Honors
"High Honors
'"Highest Honors,

South Carolina's Oldest
College Newspaper

night by the TIGER "seni ior staff" to fill the vaoccur

when John Blanton transfers to the University of
.South Carolina.
Hamilton, a Clemson native
has been on the junior staff
of the TIGER
as an editorial
columnist. He
is a Sophomore
majoring in
physics, and
has an outstanding 3.7
grade point ratio.

National fame came to the Four Preps with their pop song
'26 Miles." Using this as a springboard the singing group
Although I feel that John utilized their talents to join the ranks of popular singers.
Blanton will be a hard man to
replace, I have a great confidence in the ability of Bill
Hamilton. It is my opinion
that the TIGER should be
even better next semester,"
commented Editor Frank Gen- Local U. S.
Army ROTC of the Army eagle from the
senior students this year will Great Seal of the United States.
try.
be competing with other stu- It was designed by Hughes'
dents throughout the nation for artist Neil Jacobe. Hughes Airthe Hughes Perpetual Trophy, craft Company is co-sponsoring
which will be presented for the the award with the Army, he
first time next fall.
said.
According to Col. S. T. Mc- The trophy itself weighs more
Dowell, professor of military than 100 pounds and stands more
science "The trophy is being than 30 inches high. It is handawarded annualy to the single crafted from bronze, marble,
outstanding ROTC graduate wood and aluminum.
selected from candidates nomi- According to the local profesFive Clemson College gradu- nated for the award by qualified sor of military science, the
national colleges and universi- trophy will be presented annualates have been chosen to re- ties."
ly to the outstanding national
ceive the 1964 Alumni Distin- He said the purpose of the ROTC graduate by the Secreguished Service award at the perpetual award is to recognize tary of,the Army.
annual Alumni Banquet 7 pm the important role played in The trophy will be displayed
Saturday, June 6 in the College the American way of life by this at the recipient's school for a
country's citizen-officer — the period of one year, and the
dining hall.
ROTC graduate.
name of the recipient and the
i The men, selected by the The trophy features a replica
(Continued on Page 6)
Alumni Association's 37 member National Council, will receive handsome plaques and citations. They will join 21 other alumni previously honored.
Cited for their outstanding
loyalty and service to Clemson
College will be: R. Frank Kolb
• (Class of 1920) of Columbia;
Fifty courses designed to be either one or two courses.
Dr. James H. Sams ('24) of
interesting and helpful for In addition, a special course,
Clemson; Amos U. Priester,
adults are described in a bro- "Individual, Family and Com
Jr. ('32) of LaGrange, Ga.;
munity Preparedness," will be
chure published by the Clemson
offered as a free course under
Joe E. Sherman ('34) of ClemArea Continuing Education Cen[ son; and William Folk, Jr., ter. They will be offered in the auspices of the State Department of Education and will
('37) of Greensboro, N. C.
classes for adults on the six be directed by Joel T. Kelley,
consecutive
Tuesday
nights
of
Each plaque is inscribed as
co-ordinator of Civil Defense
follows: "Alumni Distinguished February 11, 18, 25 and Education.
Service Award to (name) whose March 3, 10 and 17, 1964.
personal
life, professional The courses are grouped un- The folders are being distri
achievements, community ser- der the nine headings of civil buted now, so that adults of the
vice and loyalty to Clemson defense, history and religion, area who desire to broaden
exemplify the objectives
of science and psychology, busi- their knowledge in any of the
given subjects may choose their
Clemson College."
ness ancl, law, English and for- courses, make early application
Frank Kolb is executive sec- eign languages, home and gar- for enrollment and be assured
retary of the Baptist Founda- den, the homemaker and her of acceptance for the courses
tion of South Carolina, Inc.; arts, arts-crafts-hobbies, and desired.
James Sams, former Clemson recreation. The classes in these Mrs. John T. Bregger is
College dean of engineering; is subjects will, as usual, be con- chairman of the program comnow executive secretary, Na- ducted in classrooms on the mittee and director of the Cen
tional Council of State Boards Clemson College campus with ter. The director's office has
, of Engineering
Examiners; trained, experienced teachers in been moved from Hardin Hall
Amos Priester is vice chair- charge.
to Room 213 in the Geology
man of Callaway Mills, Inc.; The brochure gives a brief Building located between TillJoe Sherman is director of pub- outline of each course, names man Hall and the Clemson
lic and alumni relations
at the teacher, gives the location YMCA. The director's telephone
Clemson College; and William of the classroom, and the time number is 654-2139. Requests for
Folk, a field representative for the class will be held. Also in- information about the classes
"•the Westinghoijse Electric Cor- cluded are application forms for should be addressed to the Cenporation.
registration at a cost of SR for
(Continued on Page 3)

ROTC Offers
Hughes Trophy

Alumni
.Loyalty
Honored

Adults Offered
Course Variety
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Mid - Winters Spectacular
Features Lionel Hampton
By DICK MILEY
Thawing a long cold spell, the
Four Preps and Lionel Hampton will highlight the annual
Mid-Winters .Dance weekend on
February 14 and 15.
Friday night the Four Preps
will be in concert in the Field
House from 8 until 10 pm, and
from 10 until 1 am. The Fabulous Five from Greensboro will
provide music and entertainment for the first of two dances
that weekend. The following
day Lionel Hampton, the fabled
"King of the Vibes," will entertain Clemson men and their

was elected last Monday-

will

Narvin, Charles J., A&S
(BS); Oswald, Edward G.,
For; Padgett, Melville G.,
AnSc; Parrott, Maxwell F.,
Jr., A&S (BS); Pearce, James
P., CrE; Perkins, Francis W.,
A&S (BA); Phillips, Jay O.,
ME; Pike, Merritt I., AnSc;
Ramey, Willie R., IM; Rarsey, Boyd H., Jr., IM; Rhodes,
Virgil W., A&S (BA); Rice,
Thomas M., ME; Robinson,
James T., TM; Rogers, Enoch
P., AgEd; Rutland, Richard
W., TM.
Saitta, William W., Jr., A&S
(BS); Salley, Henry B., Jr.,
Agron; Seawright, Jack A.,
Biol; Sellers, Wade H., CE;
Sherman, Joseph E., Jr., TM;
Shillinglaw, Benjamin R., Jr.,
IM; 'Shirley, Donald F., TM;
Shives, William R., Jr., IM;
Simpson, Richard A., ME;

Tiger

week as News Editor. Bill

which

Jones, John D., A&S (BA);
Jones, Labon C, InEd; Jowers, Henry C, Jr., ME; Kelly,
Melvin L., Jr., A&S (BA);
Kemp, James C, Jr., Hort;
Kincaid, Larry B., ME; Kirby, Ronald E., Arch; Lackey,
Curtis S., A&S (BS); Lee,
Raymond H., TM; LeMaster,
Harley S., TM; Link, Harold
B., Arch; Little, Robert G.
Jr., ApMath; Livingston, A.
Lynn, TM; Livingston, Archie
S., ApMath; Loflin, Leonard
I., EE; Lomax, Manning N.,
Ed; Lominack, Thomas J.,
Arch;
Also, McCollum, L. T., Jr.,
Phys; *McConnell, Ernest H,
ME; McCraw, Jimmy D., EE;
4
*McGill, Sara M., A&S (BA);
McLean, Hector, Jr., IM;
McMahan, Daniel E., EE;
MacCormack, Alexander A.,
EE. Maltby, David S.( EE;
Marlowe, Edmonds V., Jr.,

IM; ***Meggs, William J.,
Phys; 'Merck, Harold L., TM;
Metts, Gerald W., TM; Miller,
James G., AgEd; Miller, William B., Ill, Ed; Moon, Don
C, A&S (BS); Morgan, Clinton F., CE.

The

joins the TIGER staff this

cancy

Also, Farmer, John P., Jr.,
AgEd; Ford, Samuel W., TM;
Fraley, Robert W., DySc;
Gause, Laurence A., DySc;
Gilliland, Andrew D., Arch;
Goins, Robert E., ME; Grant,
Charles D., Arch; Graves,
Amon B., Jr., Agron; Greenman, Robert B., Jr., IE;
Gregory, Furman M., Jr., PS;
Gressette, Tatum W., Jr.,
ME.
Also, Habig, Alan L., IE;
Harriman, Nathan D., TM;
Hawfield, William K., TC;
Hayes, Larry D., AgEd; Henderson, Robert G., Jr., EE;
Henderson, William E., Jr.,
TS; Hill, Richard P., CE;
Hilla, Alan P., A&S (BS);
Hopf, Dennis O., IM; Howard,

John C, Jr., EE; Howard,
Larry G., TC; Howell, William
Tindall, AnSc; Hubbard, Robert C, III, IM; Huggins, William E., Hort;
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Bill Hamilton
Is Elected
News Editor
William

Dobbins, Robert C, EE; Donnelly, William P., IV A&S
(BS); Dotherow, Walter A.,
CE; Dryman, Richard L.,
ME; Dunlap, Nathaniel W.,
Jr., ME; Dyar, John R., EE;
Edmonds, Hugh B., Jr., CE;
England, William D., CE;
Estes, Arthur S., TC; Estridge, William, J. TS;

dates in another concert at 4 and finally to the top as "King and made fabulous sundaes, but Chicago who not only played
pm, and then again that evening of the Vibes" with his own band his boss got tired of him break- good drums, but had lights in
the "Master of the Drums" will tells the story of "The Hamp." ing glasses with spoons while them, too! The 15-year-old- who
be entertaining from 8 to 12 pm Young Hampton became a practicing new riffs. So he had just graduated from high
in the Clemson Dining Hall for newspaper boy for the Chicago formed a small combo of his school came to Los Angeles.
KING AND MASTER
the final dance of the weekend. Defender so he could play in own, and that summer of 1936
the newsboy band. He played he was playing in a small The young Hamp played with
FOUR PREPS FOUND
The Four Preps were "dis- snare drums in the marching cellar nightclub in Los Angeles Spike's band, Paul Howard's
covered" in 1955 when they band and the tympani in the called The Paradise. June Quality Serenaders, and then a
were the only male participants concert band. When he reach- Richman was his vocalist, Ma- new band organized by Les
in a talent show from Hollywood ed St. Elizabeth High School, rie Bryant his dancer, and Hite, which Frank Sebastian put
High School. "Dreamy Eyes" each morning he would get up Teddy Buckner his trumpeter. into his famed Cotton Club to
launched Bruce Belland, Glen at six in the morning to shine Business got so good admission back Louis Armstrong. This
Larson, Marvin Ingram, and Ed his snare drum and have the was raised from 50 cents to a was a fateful engagement for
Lionel Hampton, because he
Cobb into their singing careers signal honor of drumming his dollar.
in 1957, but their million-selling classmates to roll call and When Les Hite came to Chi- was called in on a recording
cago and formed a teen-age session with Louis and during
"26 Miles" made them national classes.
band, he gave Lionel his first a break, wandered over to a viHAMP FROM USC
celebraties in 1958. Soon to follow was "Big Man", which al- The Hamp went to the Uni- job. Les gave up the band and braharp in the corner. Up to
most overtook "26 Miles" and versity of Southern California came to Los Angeles to join then, this instrument had been
used for "pretty sounds," as
helped snag the Preps recogni- where he majored in music, Reb Spike's Sharps and Flats.
chimes are today, never played
tion as "Most Promising Vocal earning his living as a soda When the band's drummer left,
(Continued on Page 6)
Group" of 1958 in the Cash Box jerk. He mixed a good soda Les talked up the kid from
Magazine Poll.
By mid-summer of 1961 their IFC WANTS YOU
smash album, "The Four Preps
The A. I. A. Auxiliary is sell on Campus," became a national
ing Kathryn Beich "Katydids" best-seller. If there were any
(caramel, chocolate, and pe doubts about the Preps' ver
cans) and "Golden Crumbles.' satility, one of their hit records,
They are in very attractive "More Money for You and
cans and sell for only $1.50 and Me," should have cleared them
$1.00 respectively. They could up. In it the Preps spin off
be the ideal gift for your amazingly accurate imitations
friends and relatives.
of other vocal groups ranging
The profit from the candy Will from the Fleetwoods to the Four By CHARLES HUMPHRIES on disciplinary probation may dividual fraternities and members. A final open smoker will
be used to buy books for the Freshmen.
Clemson College's eight fra- rush.
community library in Clemson. Ed Cobb was an all-city foot- ternities have announced the President
Rawlings
and be held Thursday night from 7
p.m. until 10 p.m.
The candy is on sale in the ball player, Marvin Engram rules and the dates for their an- Chairman Marchant, in an- Registration will continue
lettered
in
basketball
(and
crew
nual
Rush
Week
which
is
sponRudolph Lee Gallery in the
nouncing the IFC plans for Thursday morning from 8 a.m.
Architecture Building. To place later at UCLA), and Glen Lar- sored by the Inter-Fraternity Rush Week, stressed the impor- until 4 p.m. After 4 p.m. any
son
and
Bruce
Belland
were
Council. Under the direction of
your order or for more infortrack stars. Their records in Seabrook Marchant, chairman tance of complete, one hundred registration will be considered
mation, please call 654-3231.
the 440 and 100 yard dashes, of Rush Week, and George per cent attendance of all as late registration, and an adrespectively, still stand at Holly Rawlings, the president of IFC, rushees at an IFC meeting to ditional one dollar' will be
held in Room 1 of the Chem- charged the rushee. All three
the individual fraternities will be
wood High.
istry
Building at 6:30 p.m., days the registration will take
Listening to and viewing the begin their major membership Wednesday, January 29. This place in the office building bePreps' smooth vocal blend, out- drive on Tuesday, January 28,- meeting will be held for the tween .the new English and
rageous quick wit, and uncanny when registration begins in the sole purpose of informing all Mathematics buildings.
sense of timing, one will marvel new office building from 12 rushees of the rules and pro- The calender of events for
at the fate that brought to- noon until 6 p.m.
cedures of the Inter-Fraternity the rest of the week is full of
gether four lads of such compat- Registration will continue dur- Council Rush Week. All neces- active social functions sponsorible talents.
ing the hours of 8 a.m. through sary information concerning ed by the individual fraterni6:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Janu- Rush will be given to the ties. On Friday night, the fraLIONEL HAMPTON
! South Carolina's Fresh Fruit Along with the names of some ary 29. All persons who are ser- rushees and all questions the ternities issue invitations to
rushees who
have
and Vegetable Association has of the big band sounds, Glen iously interested in rushing rushees have will be answered various
must submit a registration fee
members of the IFC at this shown a sincere interest in
established an annual $1,200 Miller, Benny Goodman, Gene of two dollars and be properly by
time. Immediately after this their organization and who the
scholarship award at Clemson Krupa, Louis Armstrong, there and formally registered with meeting, all eight fraternities fraternity brothers consider to
College for recognition and as- is found the name of Lionel the Inter-Fraternity Council to will hold open smokers similar be acceptable as members of
sistance to outstanding full-time Hampton, the king of the vi- be considered eligible to rush to the open house held just be- their brotherhood. Saturday,
braharp. A musical start as a
horticulture students enrolled in boy beating glass with a spoon, a fraternity. The IFC stresses fore Christmas. All rushees are night, February 1, the fraterthat any student who has at- encouraged to visit as many nities will have invitational parthe fruit and vegetable major to a newspaper newsboy band tended Clemson College for a fraternities as possible during ties from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight.
The announcement was made drummer, to the drums and vi- minimum of one semester and the open smokers, so that they This will be the only time the
by Thomas R. Morris of Colum- braharp with Louis Armstrong, is not scholastically ineligible or can get acquainted with the in- fraternities will be allowed to
have paid entertainment for
bia, association president. The
the rushees according to rush
College appreciates "the oppor- CAMPUS POLITICS
rules. Girls will be asked to attunity to administer the associtend the individual functions of
ation's scholarship program,"
the different fraternities Satursaid Clemson President Robert
day. After the Saturday night
C. Edwards, predicting that it
party, there will be optional
"will sponsor the horticultural
after-party drop-ins until 2:30
education of fine young men
am. The fraternities will hold
who will devote their skill and
various invitational functions
educational attainments to the
on Sunday afternoon from 12:30
economic and cultural welfare
pm
until 4:30 pm, as the
of our state."
choices begin to narrow down.
The first shcolarship will be The Cemson College Students was done, parking space was vestigation
of this matter is
Quiet hours will begin at 5
awarded for the school year Senate has recently been conto be done later.
pm Sunday, February 2, and
inadequate
for
accommodating
1964-65, to be paid in four an- ducting a study of issues very
will be enforced. During quiet
nual installments as follows: important to the students of the number of registered stu- In a letter to Mr. Hill, the hours, no conversation or soSenate expressed its concern
freshman year, $400; sophomore Clemson College. Some of the dent cars.
for the safety of the students ial activities between rushees'
year, $300; and $250 each in the issues studied were the new
and fraternities members will
junior and senior years. To con- wall erected beside the physi- After sufficient investigation in the showers. In a reply to
be
allowed. There are only two
that
letter,
Mr.
Hill
stated
that
tinue receiving scholarship in- cal plant, the possibility of hav- by a Senate committee headed
stallments, each recipient will ing a catering service instead by John Scherer concerning all steps were being taken to exceptions to this strict rule.
improve the condition of the Those are for classroom and
be expected to make satisfacsys- having a catering service in- showers.
essential extracurricula actitory progress toward gradua- of the present cafeteria
tem, the condition of the show- stead of the dining hall system
vities. When these exceptions
tion.
ers in the dorms, and the now in existence, the Senate Jimmy Hewitt introduced a occur, the conversation will be
Scholarship holders will be se- passing of a bill to allow hall Committee concluded that there bill which would authorize hall held to a minimum and under
lected by the Clemson Scholar- counselors to have pass keys. were many disadvantages to a counselors to have pass keys to no circumstances will the topic
ship Committee in consultation
change in systems. Officials of all the rooms on their respec- of fraternities be discussed.
with the horticulture depart- The wall near the field house several schools, including Duke, tive halls. Several hall counsel- Monday afternoon is the day
ment and the advice and con- was hastily constructed during The University of North Caro- ors who were present at the of decision for both fraternity
sent of the association. They the Christmas holidays by the lina, and the University of meeting were in support of the members and rushees. From 4
will be chosen on the basis of Physical Plant. In doing this South Carolina, were asked to bill. They concurred that on pm until 7 pm, the eight frascholarship, leadership, charac- 95 parking places were elimi- evaluate their own catering several instances pass keys ternities will extend bids to the
ter and financial need to male nated to make way for the new systems. Most were not in fa- could have been instrumental rushees they consider best suitresidents of South Carolina.
motor pool. Even before this vor of this system. More in- in moments of emergency.
continued on Page 6)

Sale Of Candy
Will Buy Books
For New Library

Fraternities Announce Rus
Greeks Prepare to Receive

Horticulture
Department
Given Grant

Senate Investigations
Reveal College Needs

Brick And Mortar
Or Cash n' Carry
By FRANK GENTRY
Tiger Editor
Mr. King Dixon, father of the University of South
Carolina football player and member of the legislature, has announced that he will introduce legislation
to build field houses at the University and at Clemson.
There is no doubt that we need a new field house, and
we, like any other Clemson man, want anything that
USC has, but to Mr. King, we say "no thanks."
Last year THE TIGER ran a self answering headline that asked, "Do we need a new field house?" We
have not changed our minds about the answer but we
recognize that Clemson needs a swimming pool, tennis courts, and other facilities for participation in
athletics even more. Not to mention, our pressing
needs of a new library, a suitable auditorium, and a
student union building.
The Clemson administration has a carefully
thought out list of building needs and has made remarkable progress toward realizing them. The priorities have been assigned here at Clemson as it
should be and now some members of the legislature
are trying to alter the order from their vantage point
in Columbia. Thanks, but no thanks!
The plans that the College has for a field house
include a swimming pool, handball courts, weightlifting rooms, gyms for intra-mural sports and several other features for the students at large. The
money proposed by Mr. Dixon would not cover such
a production but would rather build a bigger and
newer version of what we have: a place for the majority of the students to sit and watch ten or twelve
students get exercise. Apparently such a project
would put the facilities for student participation
further down the list. Thanks, but no thanks!
According to the news reports the move for a new
field house began among the Carolina students who
have found a new love since they did so poorly in
football and since Mr. Noe is putting out a winning
basketball team. We wonder if the need would be so
pressing if they were losing? By the way, the new
field house at Carolina would not be ready for some
time. Has Mr. Noe promised to still be winning when
it is finished?
One plan to raise the necessary funds is through
a tax on basketball tickets. This seems like a fine idea
and we wish that such a tax was voted in now. However, no matter how the money is raised let's see that
it is used in the best interest of Clemson.
In short thanks very much for the thought but
please give us our field house in cash so that we can
use it for whatever we need most, for example, facilities for everyone to use.

Just A Bit Too Much
In Philadelphia the annual parade of the Mummers is a tradition of over seventy years' duration.
This society is named for the Greek god of mirth and
their principal goal is fun and the amusement of the
people. Each New Year's Day they have made their
way through the main streets of the city dressed in
colorful and expensive costumes.
The features of the parade include string bands,
butterfly capes, and humor entries, some of which use
blackface. This year considerable pressure was
brought to bear on the marchers not to appear in
blackface. The logic of those Negro groups who
brought this pressure seemed to be that the city
should not allow a parade in which some of the performers ridiculed a segment of the city's population.
The first and least disturbing of the successes of
this move was the decision of the city not to award
prizes for any group which used the offensive makeup. This is the business of the prize committee, and
if they feel that some acts should be disqualified it is
no concern of the rest of us. However, the controversy
did not end there.
Next the show was postponed from New Year's
Day until last Saturday because of the weather. Or
at least they said it was because of the cold and snow
and we can not prove otherwise. It remains for us
to guess concerning the roll of ABC who had planned
to carry the parade to the nation.
It is a fact however, that Negro leaders who were
interviewed that night implied that if the parade included blackface, that they expected a fight. To the
best of our memory one young leader said that they
knew that the white people were planning to fight
and that if the blackface appeared there would be
trouble.
Finally a court order was obtained restraining the
performers from using the offensive make-up. Now
to this writer this is just too much. The order came
after the police said that they feared a possible riot.
This means to imply that if someone threatens to resort to violence to get his way the thing to do is give
him what he wants.
This is bad enough, but it would be even worse if
the decision came because the court felt that the claim
was just. If blackface is to be illegal because it offends the Negro, why shouldn't Li'l Abner be outlawed because it portrays the hillbilly in an unfavorable light, or why shouldn't "The Merchant of Venice" be banned because it makes fun of Jews.
The attack is not limited to this parade but has
contributed to the end of "Amos and Andy" and the
attempt to close a New York pancake house which displayed Aunt Jemima. All these things have been
objected to because they implied a servile past or that
the Negro was a fool or an ape.
Well let's see, the plays of Tennessee Williams
imply that the white South is immoral and decadent,
"The Untouchables" imply that Italians are crooks, the
Irish are portrayed as ignorant cops, and the Jew as
a heartless money-grabber, and on and on. The list
is endless. Why do not each of these groups have the
right to get a court order against these offensive
works?
The answer is that we do not believe in book
(Continued on Page 6)

Freedom From The Press
By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor
In the past year or so, the
papers, and the people at the
press's prodding, have had a
lot to say about management
of news by the federal government. The announcement by
a state department official
last year that facts must
sometimes be
withheld from
the public
brought the furor to a peak.
The press and
the public responded indignantly to the
remark. Unf o r t u a tely, .
such emotional reaction only
tends to strengthen the convictions of those who believe
in and practice news management.
In the fall of 1963, plans
were announced for a proposed central government information source which would
coordinate and dispense government news releases. Immediately, the press, with
uncommon unanimity, accused
the government of further attempts to manage the news
and labeled the proposed information center the American Tass.
This column will not concern itself with the approbation or condemnation of government-managed news. But
let us investigate the existence
of news management today
and the forms it takes.
There exists today in this
country a form of news management just as insidious, as
the press would lead us to
believe, as alleged government mishandling of the news.
This form of news management reaches an audience
nearly as large as that which
would be affected by government dictation of the news.
The agents of this news management are more varied and
not always in agreement with
one another, but the effect on
the people within their area
of influence is similar. These
areas of influence can be very
small or quite large and
reaching millions of people.
The perpetrators of this disservice to the public are the
newspapers themselves. Although their influence rarely
spans the-nation (and it is
paradoxical, that the few papers which are so pervasive
exercise their
persuasive
powers -.most judiciously), a
single paper, or group of papers acting in knowing or
unwitting consort can influ-

ence millions of people in a
given region.
Most of the papers report
the news fairly accurately on
those pages devoted to news
thanks to the Associated Press
and United Press International, the two news services
which supply the bulk of a
paper's front page and, in
fact, the most important portion of a paper's news coverage.
On the editorial and opinion
pages, however, the news is
dissected and interpreted according to the discretion of the
writer. Here the editor and
the columnists shape the news
either in their image as dictated by their personal prejudices or in a form which is
most palatable to their readers. This latter case occurs
where the writer has prescience of public opinion on a
given topic and can, therefore, safely present a onesided discourse around which
the people can rally their sentiments.
Editorializing carries great
sway today. Even television
and radio stations have picked
up the trend and broadcast
editorials of their own or dia-

tribes by rabblerousers, usu- answer to the average reader
ally political zealots of the was Kennedy. But another
right or left, with an ax to answer was supplied by the
grind.
writer: Adolph Hitler. It so
Editorials can be healthy happens that the specified
forum for discussion if pre- conditions apply to both men.
sented objectively, but, all too
The writer, however, fully
often, they key on personal realized that his readers, or
prejudices and one-sided opin- at least some of them, would
ions of a person or an event carry the comparison, if illograther than presenting a self- ically, even further, associatconsciously fair analysis of ing part or all of what Hitler
the topic.
was and stood for—with PresiIllustrative of the sour turn dent Kennedy.
that editorial writers have
And so the writer, without
taken recently is an example any semblance of intelligent
from one of the "leading" discussion or presentation of
papers in this area, one that valid argument, established a
is read by many of us. It parallel between the two men
appeared on this particular and, with the same malign
paper's editorial page perhaps stroke of his pen, alluded to
a month prior to President the likelihood of future simiKennedy assassination.
larities between Kennedy and
The writer, in one of his Hitler.
more clever and, unfortunIn another large, well-known
ately, less lucid moments presented the following query to paper published in a relatively
his readers: who was a Ro- nearby metropolis, there apman Catholic and 43 years old peared the following little nugwhen he assumed the highest get of editorial wisdom: "Who
office of his country; had re- can say this isn't a land of
placed a highly esteemed, opportunity? 'A family of
former leader on the same seven on relief were found to
inaugural platform at his in- have two color television sets,
extra-rate
extension
auguration; and ruled by ex- two
phones
and
maid
service'."
ecutive decree? The obvious
A completely undocumented
statement, as it was presented, which appeared in a brief
column consisting of short, unrelated reports similar to the
above.
In reality, it was nothing
more than an unfounded assertion, as it was presented,
but, because of its enclosure
in quotation marks, it was
lent a degree of authority
despite its being attributed to
no one.
Again, a clever bit of editorializing presented as a fact
but with no substantiating
evidence. The writer could
have been lying, but he realizes most readers will believe it.
Why will they believe it? Because it has become the fashion to believe any discrediting
story about welfare, aid, relief, etc., just as it has become conventional to believe
any story which brings disesteem to the government.
Isolated instances? No, it
happens every day.
Perhaps, now it can be seen
that news management can be
foisted on the people by
agents other than the government.
The press is very powerful,
and it is said that power
breeds corruption. It seems
that some elements of the
press have succumbed to the
temptation.

But?...
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Ideas And Opinions

Science Up, Religion Down, Humanities - ?
By BILL MEGGS
Editorial Columnist
Since its injection into the
forethought of modern man,
science has seated itself in
the center of a cesspool of
controversy. Clashes with religious beliefs solidified in the
minds of many have risen
again and again, but even as
Galileo abjured his notion that

Fish 'n Quips

the earth moved around the
sun when the Inquisition heated his trail, religion has successfully compromised itself
to a coexistence with science.
The middle of the twentieth
century may mark the beginning of a new and bitter
war which science must fight.
The opposition is those who
pursue the humantities, or, as

they would say, those who science, too, are not discoverpursue the human spirit rath- ed by men. An artist once
er than the dull realities of showed a client a painting of
physcial science. Many minds a girl and asked the patron
are flinging into the contro- to tell what it was. When
versy, loading periodicals with
arguments and counterargu- the client replied that it was
ments and calling each other a girl, he was sorely rebuked.
The artist emphasized that it
dirty words.
was not a girl, but paint on
The humantities are of tre- a canvas. A physicial theory
mendous value in their analy- is not nature, but a mathematsis and expression of this ical system which behaves as
human spirit which exists nature behaves. There is only
somewhere in the misty mid- one criterion on this system:
region of Weir and which man- does it agree with nature as
ifests itself in sometimes va- verified by experimently
gue and uncertain ways. measuring the behavior of
There are some obvious man- nature. Throughout the hisifestations, however, and those tory of science there have
aligned against the trends in
the Mona Lisa is smiling or modern science oft o'erlook been instances when two theofrowning at you or had a bull these, for the highest expres- ries would both meet the ultimate criterion of experimensession about God over a cup sion of the human spirit is em- tal verification, so one was
of coffee ... if you are hon- bodied in the dull realities of as correct as the other. Each
was formulated, or perhaps
estly satisfied with yourself physical science.
It must be realized that fudged, to agree with nature.
... if you can go to sleep
It must be emphasized that
each night without thinking mathematics is created by the theories were created by
men. New innovations in
about what the hell you are mathematics are not big figs men to agree with nature. In
doing on this earth . . . with- waiting to be plucked from an the case of two theories, the
out thinking if you benefited eternal tree; they are con- one with more beauty and
some way in the last twenty- ceived of and developed in unity, the one which lends itfour hours . . . without think- a manner similar to the in- self to better consistency with
ing about what you should vention of the sewing ma- other theories, is retained. In
have accomplished during the chine, the yo-yo, and the elec- this way men are able to
previous day . . . without trical toothbrush. Just as an create far-reaching bodies of
wondering why . . . then you architect designs a building theory which have amazing
made it clown ... but if you with order and symmetry, unity and consistency.
In the "dull theories" of
still feel that you haven't got- mathematicians design their
ten all there is out of life- systems so that they are self- physical science there exists
keep trying . . . and don't consistent, yielding great or- the epitome of man's strugquit till you have reached high der and aesthetic value. The gle to create order out of
enough to grab onto a piece of' unity is put there by men, not chaos, and therein exists the
finest expression of the finest
eternity ... a piece just bigy discovered by men.
The theories of physical spirit, the human spirit.
enough to write your name on.1*

Just Keep Reaching
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
Tiger Columnist

Who is the educated person?
. . . who says he is educated? . . . just what makes
him educated? ... a college
diploma, a master's degree,
a doctorate ... the ability
to cope with the problems of
life . . . the love of his fellow man . . .
of nature . . .
of drink i n g
. . . understanding the
problems
of
others ... a
goal that has
been attained
... a bleached-blonde wife
who takes adult education
courses ... a duplex in the
suburbs with two cars in the
driveway . . . security . . .
understanding Camus . . . seeing the symbolism in a Fellini
flick ... a trip to Paris
during the summer . . . going
out with a gorgeous looking
By EMMITT F. BUFKIN
chick every weekend . . but
Tiger Columnist
even if you have accomplished all these things . . . even
The right of criticism is a
if you are educated . . . who large and comprehensive right
will ever know it . . . who whose exercise, even when exwill appreciate it . . . who treme and violent, cannot
cares . . . God . . . your safely be restricted without
parents ... the babe who grave danger to the governshafted you last week . . . ment. The very essence of
your friends . . . your ene- popular government dictates
mies . . . there is really only that the persons to whom the
one person who knows it . . . people have delegated the
you guessed it clown . . . duties of office shall be conYOU ... no one else knows stantly watched and that whatwhat you know, feel, think, ever in their actions disagrees
act, and do . . . but do you with the feelings of any citireally care about the life you zen, he shall be free to exare living? ... are you tick- press his feelings and opined off because you haven't ions.
There are two reasons in
seen the Taj Mahal . . . talked to enough people . . . read particular why this aspect of
all of Nietzsche . . . taken the fundamental right of free
a ride through Venice in a speech and a free press, to
gondola . . . seen Who's Afraid whatever lengths it may someof Virginia Woolf . . . know if times be carried, should be

Freedom Of Criticism
carefully guarded in this
country.
The first is that it is a peculiarity of the American system of government that, unlike most other systems, elective officials cannot be called
to account at the polls except
at the end of fixed periods of
service. The only protection,
accordingly, against the autocratic behavior which goes
so often with power and the
pride of office that bids the
public go be damned, is unceasing watchfulness on the
part of the people and unrestricted expression of opinion
or criticism.
The other reason is the increasing pressure of governmental censorship and invasion of private rights. More
and more the governments of

various nations, sometimes
directly and sometimes
through self-constituted agencies, tend to interfere with
what shall be published or
read, what shall be produced
on stage or screen, what shall
be taught in the schools, what
shall be said in political debate. In the American system
of government the private
citizen must be free to object
when the state crosses the
bounds of his individual rights.
Where open and avowed dictatorship prevail, a person is
not at all free from official
meddling into his business,
his social activities, or his
private life. In America we
place value upon, and therefore endeavor to preserve, the
citizen's right to freedom of
expression: be this by word
of mouth or of the press.

Thinkers, Doers,
And Civil Rights
By BILL HAMILTON
Tiger Columnist
Humanity down through the ages, for some reason, has always tended to divide itself into two categories: the Thinkers and the Doers. The Thinkers
are people who work with abstractions, and the Doers
are people who work with things. Thinkers, as a rule,
come from families with strong mother influences,
weak father influences, or both, and Doers, likewise
as a rule, spring from strong fathers, weak mothers,
or both. Thinkers are sensitive and outspoken though
in practical applications often inept, and Doers are
naturally inclined to be toughened
and reticent, though very efficient
and down-to-earth. But what,
really, does this have to do with
anything at all in the modern
scene?
For one thing, radicals, revolutionaries, and avant-garde reformers tend to come mainly from the
Thinker group, a fact illustrated in recent civil rights
movements. If you asked a Negro or white intellectual what the Negro really wanted, you would probably get answers like "God-given rights" or "human
dignity" or "freedom" from civil rights leaders such
as Martin Luther King or James Baldwin. But these
words are abstractions, vague, with different meanings for different people. These are the words of the
Thinkers, the words of men who spend their lives
working with ideas; but do they have any meaning for
people who work wjth things, for ordinary forty-houra-week people, or for the unemployed Negroes whose
hearts leap up at the sound of them but whose stomachs growl because they haven't had much to eat
lately? It's doubtful.
The Thinkers on the race situation are articulate
and outspoken, dedicated, energetic, and sincere, but
are the brainchildren of these Thinkers, the nonviolent demonstrations (which invariably result in
violence for some reason), the marches on the capital,
or the tear-jerking sermons and books really the
things which bring "human dignity" and "God-given
rights"? (Only God and Martin Luther King can put
their finger on these, and I'm not even sure of Martin
Luther King.) The problem of the American Negro
seems to be that he is, as a whole (but with notable <
exceptions), intellectually, socially, and economically
behind the rest of the population; and the Thinker
approach to the problem has been to weep great tears
in lamentation of a lack of opportunity. However,
sharply contrasted to this is the more practical Doer
approach of taking fuller advantage of existing opportunities. You don't hear too much from these Doer
Negroes, though: they're generally working too hard
improving themselves and their people to have time
to shed big tears before sentimental audiences. These
are the kind of Negroes who don't bother whether they
can eat in white restaurants; they build their own
restaurants and serve whomever they please. These
are the Negro doctors, lawyers, businessmen, scientists, skilled welders, plumbers and masons, the
George Washington Carvers and the Booker T. Washington, the men who really give dignity to the Negro
race. An energetic Negro of this Doer set was interviewed several months back in U. S. NEWS AND
WORLD REPORT. He is S. B. Fuller, self-made businessman and founder of the ten million dollar a year »
Fuller Products Company.
In order to improve his condition, Fuller advises
the young Negro to get a good education. "It's not up
to the teacher," he says. "It's up to the student."
Come out of school with a something to offer, he
continues, a talent to sell. Fuller sees the main Negro
problem as unemployment. But the Negro is unemployed not so much because of discrimination as for ,
the fact that he is unskilled. He points out that when
Negroes get skills that employers want, they will be
hired.
"The minute that they (the Negroes) can develop
themselves so they excel in whatever they do—then
they are going to find they don't have any real prdblem." To down-to-earth people this is a reasonable
statement. If an engineering firm, for example, were
required by law (the kind of law the civil righters are
calling for) to make thirty-five per cent of its personnel Negro in this state (South Carolina is approximately thirty-five per cent Negro), the firm would
have a tougher time finding thirty-five qualified Negro engineers than it would sixty-five qualified white
engineers. However, if thirty-five per cent of this
state's best engineers were Negroes, the firm would
commit economic suicide if it refused to hire certain
engineers because of color.
In the final analysis, the question of civil rights
boils down to this: Does dignity follow achievement,
or does achievement follow dignity? Negro leaders,
do-gooders, radicals, intellectuals, and members of the
Thinker category up to this point have taken it as
axiomatic, that if the Negro had dignity, he would
naturally begin to excel in everything. But to the
more practical Doers, dignity and self-respect are
things to be earned through hard work and self-discipline, not legislated by Congress or set down in Supreme Court decrees.
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New Year's Resolutions
For Wishful Students

gort
What does your
crystal ball tell
of my future,
Gort?

Hmm...I see
great military

triumphs...much
booty.',, many
captive.
slaves.

Later, I see you
reaching the
pinnacle of
your political
aspirations.
I see...

I know..,I
kno^M fully
expect to
AiiPill all
those aims!
But tell me..:

Page 3

Clancy Sings Love Song
Conquers Fair Maiden

"That's just the trouble. I but he had already started off
mean that's why I kicked you, down the street, soaking wet
I guess. I was coming back
"When we first met, there|from lunch and—and I'm late and greeting personally each
The following is a sampling
was yet some green in the again and it started raining so hilarious raindrop.
of typical New Year's Resoluworld. The cold hand of Winter suddenly, and my boss will just
tions made by Clemson stuwas off on the horizon some- kill me if I'm late again."
dents which are guaranteed to
where, far enough off not to be Clancy came, Clancy saw, and
be broken by the end of Janconsidered yet in our play- Clancy was about to conquer.
uary, 1964:
games with life; and the cool
„.hovd will
I see you sharing
you all will be
breezes we fancied refreshing "Can't have that", Clancy
SENECA, S. C.
I resolve not to let flicks,
posterity
the same -Pate of
And that
honored by... after Summer's heat, rather grinned. "Here", as he wriggled
women, booze, Dan's, baskethonor me
great men yet
■Pate
„.by posterity than portents of what would out of his big overcoat, drapFRI. - SAT.
ball games, and bull sessions
hundreds
unbom!...of Caesar,
is...??
naming their
ing it over her head and shouldJAN. 10 - II
come soon enough.
interfere with my study habits.
of years
oPMapoleonjOf
dogs after you1.
Bob Hope
ers.
hence?
Plato
Anita Ekberg
"Things
were
dying
and
clos"What
are
you
doing?",
she
I resolve not to get married.
ing all around us, but we were said in a startled voice.
I resolve to study harder the
foolish enough to begin to grow, "We can't have you getting
"CALL ME
rest of this semester.
to open to each other and ex- fired, I mean we'll both have
BWANA"
plore our mutual warmness. to work at least for a while.
I resolve never to be fished
In Color
Now, when the light changes
in again by the Saturday night
"Then you folded and some- I'll carry you across in my coat
skin flick.
SAT.
MON.
- TUES. - WED.
how, impenetrably, you died and you can tell me all the deJAN. 11-13-14-15
I resolve not to gripe about
with the year. It was months tails like your name and when
Debbie Reynolds
the food served in the dining
later that I felt you unexpected- I can see you again and close
Barry Nelson
hall.
ly, vague and urgent, in your mouth until I get through",
Michael Rennie
I resolve not to check my
Spring's first shower."
he said, lifting her gaping chin
post office box more than ten
with his index finger.
"MARY^MARY"
times a day.
"The raindrops fall with a
She looked around helplessly
In Color
I resolve to be faithful to
pitter patter pit,
and people began to look back.
my steady girl friend.
With a pitter patter pit,
Clancy felt kind of funny.
THURS.
I resolve to make no cutting
With a pitter patter pit,
JAN. 17
The light changed.
comments about the CDA.
The raindrops fall with
Delores Hart
"Throw your arm over my
a pitter patter pit,
I resolve to write my parents
Hugh Obrien
shoulder."
Showing God's great love"
every week.
his life. The victim had been | the victim began following it,
By ROGER TAYLOR
He picked her up and started
I resolve to tell no more eleSpecial Sections Editor
sentenced to death, but as the] still not believing his eyes. Once
"COME FLY
across the street in the ridiculthe trees he saw a Virulent spring showers had ous rain, splashing puddles to
phant jokes.
prison
truck rounded a- steep through
Blinding swirls of snow enWITH ME"
large field that extended for rarely roared down the canyon both sides as they went.
In Color
gulfed him, but the victim plod- curve speeding him to eternity, about a mile and there ap- of the big city with such rush "Pull the collar over your
ded on into the raging blizzard. it slid off the road into a deep peared to be jungle on the oth- and immediacy as this one did beautiful face some more and
ADULTS
now. He had walked out into
Although it was early afternoon, crevasse. The guards were un- er side. He was wondering just the sun three blocks back and tell me your name", he start(Continued from Page 1)
conscious so the victim killed how large this tropical paradise
the sun only shined dimly in them and rushed out into the was, and how it existed in the now he saw the torrent rushing ed.
ter, Box 209, Clemson, S. C.
COLLEGE AVENUE
She told him. She told him
the
sky. The long, infamous storm.
arctic wastes when a deafening down fifth street's chasm, pinn- everything he needed to know
A. M. Musser is president of
FRI. - SAT.
ing
him
up
under
a
building
arctic nights allowed scant visi
roar split the air. Some kind
the Center's steering committee,
and as they entered the portico
JAN. 10-11
bility on a clear day, but dur
of a monster was charging wall's low-hanging ledge.
Dr. J. N. Thurston. vice chairof the Citizens Bank he put her
Blizzard Threatens Life
Paul Newman
ing turbulent weather it was As time wore on and the dim across the field at him. It was
man; Mrs. H. H. Willis, secreEike Sommer
Others were already there, down gently.
foolhardy
to
venture
out.
This
as
large
as
a
dinosaur,
but
with
tary; and M. A. Bearden, treasun sunk into the mountains the
Edward G. Robinson
quite taken by surprise at the "What time do you get off,
advice
is
meant
for
normal
surer and chairman of the fitemperature plunged to mind- hideous horns covering it and
rain in the cold March my darling?" he wispered.
souls, and the victim could not numbing cold. Each step be- a grotesque head. Forgetting sudden
nance committee. Chairman of
"4:30", she mumbled dazedly.
air.
"THE PRIZE"
align himself in this category. came a tribulation as protest- all else, the victim turned and
the other committees are: hous"I'll be here. Will you?" She
In Color
Since he was sixteen the vic- ing muscles refused to function. tore through the trees and out As more people crowded in at nodded in assent.
ing, F. E. Kirkley; publicity,
tim's deeds against society The victim cursed himself for into the raging blizzard. He ran the front, Clancy stepped back Then he neatly folded his coat,
S. C. Stribling; promotion, L.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
were so numerous that twelve not having snowshoes, and then for about one hundred yards un- and felt what amounted to put it over his arm, and turned
R. Booker; industrial relations,
JAN. 12 - 13 - 14
Gaston Gage: and registration,
fellow citizens had seen fit to cursed the inclement weather. til he realized he was not being a size-six foot underneath his. and bowed to the awed ple"Constantino
E. G. Godbey.
help a judge decree the end of He no longer had feeling in his followed.
Immediately he felt a sharp beians huddled across the
pain in his calf, followed by a street. He turned again, closed
And The Cross"
hands and legs. There were
most unfemale exclamation her mouth once more, and kissA Fitting End
mountains somewhere ahead
WED. - THURS.
but the victim could see noth- The victim saw two men ap- coming nevertheless in a wo- ed her gently.
John Wayne
"You're wonderful", he said.
ing but the blinding whiteness. proaching and ran to them beg- man's small voice.
"Tell
your
boss
to
give
you
a
Snow
The
wind
bit
his
face
mercilessBy WILLIAM M. BROWN
ging for help. They were warm- "Oh", she said abashedly,
'What is your definition of i fined it as follows:
'McLINTOCK"
raise."
snow?"
j brings icy roads, car accidents ly and the snow froze on his ly dressed in parkas and he "I'm sorry. I didn't mean to She started to say something,
Tiger Feature Writer
eyebrows and lashes. In a few couldn't see their faces. They kick you. It's just. . ."
While traveling from my A six year old boy: "It is j and the regular 20 minute drive j |J(™ "miiufes fte~ victim's "or beckoned for him to follow them She was small and sweetfrozen water which you wad up j takes three hours." Another deal would be over. He even
hometown — Marshalltown, in a ball and throw at cars and| smart (?) student said, "It is a anticipated falling into the snow into the cave. When he refused looking, and Clancy knew right
they explained that the monster
with
that this was what he had
Iowa — the bus that I was on people and things."
j very lovelVj beautiful| pretty _ where he could sleep peaceful- belonged to them. Having no al- off
been
looking
for.
came very close to being snow An employee who has to be at VelL_an ugly, white substance ly forever. Although death ternative, the victim reluctant- "Reflex action probably", he
bound in the wilderness of Ohio. work at seven o'clock in the which causes one to bust his seemed near, the victim felt no ly followed. When in the cave, said, smiling.
(Author of Rally Round the Flag, Boys?'
ass!!" Then, there is the al- remorse for his misdeeds of the the strangers removed their She gave him a halfway smile
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")
While on this forty hour excurpast.
He
stubbornly
resolved
to
morning:
parkas and the victim first no- in return, then took to examin^" ways present optimist who says,
sion, I decided that this article f white
(CENSORED)
"Snow is a sign of purity and drop in his tracks without re- ticed that their skin had a pe- ing something in her pockety
penting. His body would quickly
would be appropriate for this
which melts under the wheels Christmas. It brings to mind be buried by the drifting snow culiar green tint. They looked book.
time of the year.
so unearthly that he backed Clancy was examining too.
happy
times
and
happy
chilof cars and puts a slick surface
1964: YEAR OF DECISION
dren." (Maybe this particular and could lie unmolested for- away in fright. One stranger Meanwhile the strong insistent
of
ice
over
the
entire
road.
It
ever,
but
bis
soul
was
doomed
The Webster's New Collegiate
drew
a
strange-looking
gun,
person
is
still
celebrating
the
rain fell all around.
also gets all over the windto the agony of eternal Hell.
Well sir, here we go into 1964, which shows every sign of being
aimed it at the victim, and or- "You, ah, you work around
Dictionary defines snow as shields and . . . makes it hard New Year.)
dered
him
into
the
field.
They
quite a distinguished year. First off, it is the only year since
here?", he asked.
"small tabular and columnar to see out."
As
the
victim
started
to
conThe individual who says, "I
chained the victim's leg to a "Right over there", she re1954 which ends with the Figure 4. Of course, when it comes
cede
to
nature's
fury,
he
saw
crystals of frozen water formed
great
post in the field and walked plied ruefully, hefting the index
A high school student: "It is cannot do without this
to Figure 4's, 1964, though distinguished, can hardly compare
directly from the water vapor of a 'congregation' of snowflakes thing from the vast blue skies; the mountain wall in front of away. The victim screamed to finger of a bare left hand towwith 1444 which, most people agree, had not just one, not just
him. He squinted and saw an
the air w hen its temperature at! which when accumulated to six it is my life, liberty, and pur- entrance in the rocks. He stag- be released. The strangers ards the Citizens Bank buildtwo, but three Figure 4's! This, I'll wager, is a record that will
suit
of
money,"
is
an
Eskimo.
turned
and
one
of
them
said,
ing across the street. Clancy
the time of condensation is low- inches means that we get out
gered into the cave.
stand for at least a thousand years!
"Shut up, our pet must be fed." studied the hand.
of school. It also makes a good Another intelligent person
er than 32 degrees F."
1444 was, incidentally, notable for many other things. It
covering on the ground for sled- made the following comment
Paradise Found
was, for example, the year in which the New York Giants
ing,
skiing,
etc."
However, many of us have
when asked for his definition of The victim awoke in the
played the Philadelphia Athletics in the World Series. As we
our own definitions of the mean- A student intransit to school snow: "S-N-O-W. Snow? What warm air. He first believed that
all know, the New York Giants have since moved to San Franhe
was
in
Hell,
and
then
his
ing of snow, and the following from the holidays: "As far as is that?" He is an Arabian who
ARE
YOU
TIRED
OF
THE
cisco and the Philadelphia Athletics to Kansas City. There is
second
thought
was
of
the
Gardefinitions given by different I am concerned, this junk is lives in the Sahara Desert.
a movement afoot at present to move Chicago to Phoenix—
den
of
Eden.
Everything
was
DINING
HALL?
And last, but not least, is the plush and green around him.
people will help illustrate this. for the birds. If it had not
the city, not the baseball team. Phoenix, in turn, would of
snowed, my vacation could have nut of a Beatnik who says:
MRS. NEWMAN INVITES YOU
He was lying on grass, and
course move to Chicago. It is felt that the change would be
been
"Snow.
That's
real
hot
stuff."
The question asked to all ofj
longer."
ahead of him was a dense
TO HAVE YOUR MEALS WITH HER
broadening for residents of both cities. Many Chicago folks,
these people was the following:' Several Clemson students deEach one of us has our own jungle, with trees and vines linfor example, have never seen an iguana. Many Phoenix folks,
AT 126 SENECA ROAD
connotation for this word snow. ing the cave, and also a small
on the other hand, have never seen a frostbite.
DAILY —
WEEKLY —
MONTHLY
Some of us shiver, others smile pond. The victim sat there in
BREAKFAST — 50e
DINNER & SUPPER — 90c
and still others go into a rage amazement, and then slowly got
7:00
12:00
6:00
when they hear that they are to his feet as he decided to exNO CHARGE FOR MEALS UNEATEN
going to be blessed (?) with a plore the cave fully. There was
a path through the trees and
snowfall.
By CHARLES HILL
Tiger Feature Writer

I resolve to spit-shine my
drill shoes every week.
I resolve not to tack more
than three of my shaft letters on the post office bulletin board.
I resolve to eat breakfast
every morning.
I resolve never to publicy
ridicule an architecture major.
I resolve to attend every
class neatly dressed and wellshaven.
I resolve never to talk back
to the Winthrop College campus police.
I resolve not to
sneak
through the dinner line with
two desserts and three milks
any more.
I resolve not to make unkind
remarks about the abilities of
the faculty and administration.
I resolve to steal no fire
trucks.
I resolve never to exclaim,
"Bang!"
I resolve to -call every freshman "freshman"
and
not
"rat."
I resolve to appreciate the
efforts of the Clemson Glee
Club.
I resolve to put a nickel in
the kitty for every gross word
I say.
I resolve never to sneak
women, booze, or Playboy into the dormitories.
I resolve to pull a 4.0 next
semester.
I resolve to initiate a "We
Love Jack Weeden" movement.
I resolve not to sneak any
books or magazines out of the
library.
I resolve not to get stoned
more than two weekends out of
every three.
I resolve not to slander the
name of S. C. Senator Red Bethea.

By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Feature Editor

I resolve not to believe that
Clemson's co-eds are stuck up.
I resolve never to get snowed again.
I resolve not to discriminate.
I resolve to read every
book for my book reports and
not Classic comics.
I resolve to respect the opinion of my hall mamma.
I resolve to graduate in four
years. Heck, I resolve to graduate.
I resolve not to write home
requesting money from my parents.
I resolve not to spend all of
my money for suds at Bolton's.
I do not resolve to be bound
by any of the above, and I do
resolve to plead the Fifth
Amendment if anyone attempts
to force me to do so.

Oconee Theatre

Nature Versus Killer;
Killers Nature Tested

Clemson Theatre

Snowbound Student's Story

Ontempus
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The price is inspirational, too! BIC is the world's finest writing instrument—costs
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There are, of course, certain difficulties connected with a
municipal shift of this size. For instance, to move' Chicago
you also have to move Lake Michigan. This, in itself, presents
no great problem, what with modern scientific advances fike
electronics and the French cuff. But if you will look at your
map, you will find Lake Michigan is attached to all the other
Great Lakes, which in turn are attached to the St. Lawrence
Seaway, which in turn is attached to the Atlantic Ocean. Yon
, start dragging Lake Michigan to Phoenix and, wiJly-niHy, you'll
ibe dragging all that other stuff too. This wotdd make oar
[British allies terribly cross, and I cant say as I blame them.
Put yourself pi their place. What if, for example, yoa were a
British costermonger who had been saving and scrimping ail
\ year for a summer holiday at Brighton Beach, and then when
you got to Brighton Beach there wasn't any ocean? There you'd
be with your inner tube and snorkel and nothing to do all day
but dance the Lambeth Walk. This, you must agree, would not
help make you NATO-minded!
I appeal most earnestly to the residents of Chicago and
Phoenix to reconsider. I know it's no bowl of cherries going
through life without ever seeing an iguana or a frostbite, but
I ask you—Chicagoans, Phoenicians—is it too big a price to
pay for preserving the unity of the free world?
I feel sure that if you search your hearts, you will make the
right decision, for all of us—whether we live in frostbitten
Chicago, iguana-infested Phoenix, 'or narrow-lapelled New
Haven—are first and foremost Americans!
But I digress. We were speaking of 1964, our new year. And
new it is! There is, for one thing, new pleasure in Marlboro
Cigarettes. How, you ask, can there be new pleasure in
Marlboros when that fine flavorful blend of tobaccos, that clean
efficient Selectrate filter, have not been altered? The answer is
simple: each time you fight a Marlboro, it is like the first time.
The flavor is such that age cannot wither nor custom stale.
Marlboro never palls, never jades, never dwindles into dull
routine. Each puff, each cigarette, each pack, each carton,
makes you glad all over again that you are a Marlboro smoker!
Therefore, Marlboros in hand, let us march confidently into
1964. May good fortune attend our ventures! May serenity
reign! May Chicago and Phoenix soon recover from their disappointment and join our bright cavalcade into a brave to) 1964 Max Sbulmaa
morrow!
We, the makers of Marlboros, available in soft pack or fliptop box in all &fty states of the Union, wish to join Old Max
in extending good wishes for a happy and peaceful 1964, j
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Erskine Here Tomorrow Night

Standout Gary "Ski" Burnisky

Flying Fleet
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SENIOR —
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Anybody Seen a Penny?
Clemson's basketball team has had its ups—a victory over powerful UNC—and its downs—a loss to The
Citadel. Before the Duke game Wednesday night the
Tigers were 4-6 overall. At the same time last year
Clemson's overall mark was 3-7. But it was also about
this time last year that coach Bobby Roberts found a
penny in the Tigers' dressing room. It became Roberts'
famous "lucky penny" as the Clemson team went on a
mid-season binge which turned up 7 straight wins for
the Tigers. The streak was ended abruptly in the NorthSouth Doubleheader at Charlotte, however, when N. C.
State clubbed the Tigers 16 points the first night and
UNC romped Clemson 16 points again the second night.

'\&0 MIGHT
WELL BE.
NtCK-NAtf£*>
•CLUTCH"
FOR HIS
LAST SECOND

S/WED TUe
\*/AK€_ FO&£ST GK^t
LAST SEASOfi
&AWETWS
SEASON

The Tigers' victory over Wake Forest, witnessed by
thousands over regional television, was very impressive to say the least. Coach Roberts said that it was
the best game a Clemson team of his has played. And
the victory was on the Deacons' home floor, which always makes it tougher on Wake's opponents. Center
Donnie Mahaffey summed up the players' point of view
when he said, "We've always wanted to beat them on
their court; they are pretty hard to handle up there."
Ski—"The Pat Crain of Basketball"
One thing was very evident in Clemson's runaway
with Wake. More than one player turned in his best
performance thus far this season.
Coach Roberts
praised Jim Brennan by crediting him with playing an
all around superb game. And Roberts also thought
that Nick Milasnovich put in his best showing this season at Winston-Salem. Donnie Mahaffey finally came
around in the Wake game too. In fact, the big men
were really the key. Mahaffey controlling the boards
when he was in, Morgan doing the same while he
played, and then Priv coming up with 3 for 3 from the
floor, one foul shot, and a total of 7 points in the last
6 minutes of play.
Gary Burnisky just confirmed what many have
been thinking about his play this season. And that is
that he goes 100% while on the floor; whether Clemson
is 20 points ahead or 20 points behind. Ski might be
called "the Pat Crain of the basketball team." Ever
since he was a freshman many suspected that Ski might
have the best eye on the team. And this year the tall
senior has started getting off more shots, and he hits
'em too. He is averaging over 15 points a game for the
season. Against the Deacons Ski pumped in 10 of 15
shots from the floor. And they were of the tough variety, too. His favorite shot coming from anywhere
along the baseline all the way to the corner—where the
backboard can't be of any assistance.
Gary is the best defensive player on the team. Although he always draws the assignment of guarding the
opponent's best scorer, Ski can find a spare second here
and there to hound another Tiger's man if the latter
passes too closely to him. And every game Ski anticipates enough of the foe's passes to come up with 3 or 4
clean steals. In the first game of the year, playing the
Tar Heels man for man the first half, Ski held Billy
(Continued on Page 5)
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May Be Tough
Erskine's Flying Fleet from
Due West invade Clemson's
field house tomorrow night for
a game with the Tigers which
is scheduled to start at 8:00
p.m. It is one of those "head
ache" games coaches have to
face. Everyone will expect
Clemson to win, well, just because the opposition is Erskine
College. It is sort of the same
situation as that which arises
when Clemson meets Furman
in football. Everyone counts the
win before it's hatched. Only
small schools in basketball
don't always work that way.
Take Davidson. It barely has
1,000 students, but it whips the
larger schools; Ohio State,
Duke, and the like.
And the Fleet could be surprisingly strong. They sport a
fine 8 and 3 record. Just last
week Erskine came up with a
big win over Western Carolina.
At the time Western Carolina
was unbeaten and ranked number 3 in the nation's small college poll. Last season the Fleet
posted a good 18 and 11 record.

Clemson will be trying to get
a long winning streak going tomorrow night. It was around
this time last year that the Tigers got together to go on a
mid-season winning streak of 7
games. Clemson defeated The
Citadel, Furman, VMI, Wake
Forest, South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland before being
stopped in last year's NorthSouth Doubleheader at Charin losing to Baylor 73-72. Even lotte by N. C. State.
with the loss, a few bright
spots emerged. Jim Brennan, The most impressive wins for
who had been hot and cold all Clemson this season was their
year, scored 33 points, his best opening win over U.N.C.'s Tar
night of the year.
Heels and their win this past
Mahaffey, whose lack of re- Saturday against Wake Forest
bounding all year long had hurt It was the fine defensive play
the Tigers, snared 17 rebounds by the Bengals that really put
and scored 15 points.
These the brakes onto the Deacons.
two performances,
however, Gary Burnisky's job on Richard
were not enough to keep the Carmichael, holding him to 3
Tigers from absorbing their points, and Mike Bohonak's
sixth defeat against three wins. job on Frank Christie led the
Brennan, who scored 45 points defense. Clemson will probably
in the tournament, was the on- be expected to go with Donnie
ly Tiger to be named to the Mahaffey at center, Gary BurnAll-Tournament team. He join- isky at forward, Mike Bohonak
ed Jim Barnes and Andy Stog- at forward, and Jim Brennan
lin of Texas Western,
and and Nick Milasnovich at the
Prank Mixon and Joe Hender- guards. Look for Clemson to go
son of Denver as the select with the running game which it
five of the Sun Bowl Tourna- was so successful with against
ment.
Wake Forest.

Clemson Drops Two In Sun Bowl
By BELLY LINN
Tiger Sports Writer
While most Clemson students
were preparing for certain gala
New Year festivities, the Clemson roundballers were enjoying
a trip to the Sun Bowl Classic
in El Paso, Texas. However, I
say enjoy with restraint.
On December 28 and 29,
Clemson, along with Baylor,
Denver, and Texas Western,
formed a holiday field to bring
big time basketball to El
Paso. Texas Western had been
established
as the favorites
with Clemson of the tough Atlantic Coast Conference their
most serious challengers.
These two teams met in the
first round of the tournament,
and Texas Western showed
their stuff to the hometown

fans, downing the Tigers 76-55.
Western's All-American,
Jim
"Badman" Barnes, proved too
much for the Tigers as the
mammoth 6 foot 8 inch 240
pound senior scored 27 points
and snared 20 rebounds. This,
coupled with a poor night from
the floor, sent the Tigers down
to their fifth defeat.
Jim Brennan and Mike Bohonak led the cold shooting Tigers, who hit only 30% from
the floor and 50% from foul
line, with 12 points each. The
Tigers took a rest Sunday to
prepare for Baylor, who lost to
Denver the same night. The Tigers needed a win to salvage
3rd place in the tournament,
but this was not to come about.
Monday night the Tigers
played what Bobby Roberts
termed their worst game ever

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JACK ASCHERL
In less than a year, Jack Ascherl (B.S., Business, 1962)
has turned in outstanding performances on four different
assignments with Southern Bell in Pompano Beach, Florida.
As a Commercial Supervisor, he's run a section of a
business office with leeway to make his own decisions. And
then, as Public Relations Coordinator, he improved the
PR program for his district.
Next followed increased responsibility—Jack was told
to find methods of improving collection procedures, a job

where he saw 18 of his recommendations accepted and
used. And this led to a key troubleshooting assignment on
which Jack found ways to tighten up security procedures
in the tellers' sections of the district offices.
To Southern Bell, Jack is a man who gets things done!
Jack Ascherl, like many young men, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

Ski Hits Potential
Gives Tigers Boost
By HOWARD FISH»EAN
Christmas holidays the Tigers
Brennan brings the ball up- started playing a running ofcourt, gives off to Milasno- fense against Baylor. This was
vich, Nick passes to Gary Bur- the first time we used this type
nisky. He has a' pick set up for of offense. The same offense
him, puts up a jump shot and was used against Wake Forest
two more points flash up for in a game televised regionally
last Saturday and the results
Clemson on the scoreboard.
This year the 6'5" .senior were startling. Clemson walked
from Bridgeville, Pennsylva- away with a 87-61 victory.
As for the rest of the season
nia is averaging more than 15
points a game for the Tiger "Ski" feels that the defense
basketball team. Beside doub- will be the key to post a winling his scoring output for ning record. The team is well
his first two years, "Ski" is balanced and each of the first
leading the team with a 48 six men is capable of scoring
per cent average from the in double figures, and when a
team can consistently have
free throw line.
The main factor responsible four or five men scoring over
for Gary's emerging as a top ten points you are bound to win
scoring threat is that more a lot of games. Gary thinks
plays are being set up around that the days are over when
him this year. Last season one super star could carry a
"Ski" was the third big man whole team. Every team in the
on the floor. This year he is A.C.C. has at least one star
the number two tall man on ballplayer, but the team that
the hardwood for the Tigs. Al- has four other players who will
though at 180 lbs., Gary usual- work together will win the
ly has to give. his man a championship.
weight advantage when playing This is Coach Roberts second
up front, his sharp jump shot season at the helm of the var:
from
the corner, and his sity basketball team and "Ski"
sweeping hook from the key thinks the coach has been a
give Gary more opportunities little harder on the team this
to shoot and rack up points on year than last year, which the
team needed. He isn't letting
the scoreboard.
Gary said this year the team his feelings get too involved
looks very good in some gam- with each player. He has a job
es, such as the V.M.I, victory, to do, and it's not playing
but they can also turn in a nurse maid to a group of colpoor showing as was evidenced lege students, it's winning ball
by the Citadel win over Clem- games.
son. The reason for this being Talking about the sometimes
that not every player is up for over enthusiastic Clemson fans,
every game. After the victory Gary said they definitely help
over North Carolina the team the team and hinder the oppothought everyone would fall sition. At a few games the
over and play dead simply be- cheering gets so loud that he
cause we defeated a top team. can't hear the play that is to
be set up, but he would rather
Such is not the case.
At the Sun Bowl Classic have a lot of home town cheerplayed at El Paso over the ing than none at all.
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The Tiger's Den ~ It Might Be Small And Cramped, But It Provides The Bengals With A Spirited And Friendly Atmosphere.

Clemson Cubs Sport • •••••••••
Perfect 3 - 0 Mark
By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sports Writer
1963 was a perfect year for
Coach George Krajack and his
freshmen basketballers.
Krajack's charges posted a perfect
3-0 record with successive wins
over the North Carolina, Geor
gia and Citadel freshmen. Even
better was the fact that the
, Cubs showed signs of improvement with each game. 1964 promises to be a year when the
freshmen can add to their string
of impressive victories.
Through
the first
three
games, three players have es
tablished themselves as prolific
scorers. Jim Sutherland with a
22 point average leads in scor
ing. Second to Sutherland in
scoring and leading in rebounds
is Randy Mahaffey with a 16
point average. Walt Ayers com
pletes the trio with a 15 point
per game average. Joy Ayoob's
nine point average is not very
big, but his fine passes and
slick playmaking have been big
factors in the wins.

Cubs pitched in to take the win.
Sutherland was the high scorer
with 26 points. Ayers and Mahaffey each had 15.
The next game is with local
favorite, Chemstrand of Greenwood, at Clemson. Chemstrand
has one of the most talented
quintets in the area and established themselves as the number 1 independant in the area
by defeating perennial power,
Piedmont. The Chemstrand
squad includes many former
college players including Don
Carver — Clemson; Pete Carlisle — Furman; Herb Edmunds
— none, but a long time ace;
and Jim Diamond — Auburn
University. The game, scheduled for tomorrow night, promises to be an interesting one.
Wednesday night Clemson's
Freshmen entertained Davidson's Frosh. The Tiger goes to
print before Wednesday night,
thus there isn't anything on
that contest. The Tiger Cubs
have two games yet to play
with the U.S.C. biddies.

Varsity Results
And Schedule

The frosh have averaged 74.3
points per game while holding
their opponents to an average
of 63.7 points.
The last game, a 72-67 triumph over the Citadel, was Clemson 66, North Carolina 64
close all the way but all the Georgia 87, Clemson 86
The Citadel 68, Clemson 57
Duke 75, Clemson 52
Maryland 56, Clemson 48
Clemson 53, Virginia 52
here is a book
Clemson 100, V. M. I. 80
Texas Western 76, Clemson 55
Baylor 73, CleWon 71
that is
Clemson 87, Wake Forest 61
Jan. 8 Duke at Clemson
Jan. 11 Erskine at Clemson
helping us
Jan. 14 Clemson at Furman
Jan. 25 Clemson at U. S. C.
Feb. 4 Furman at Clemson
Feb. 6 Clemson at Georgia
Feb. 8 Clemson at N. C. State
Feb. 14 in Charlotte
Clemson and U. N. C.
Feb. 15 in Charlotte
Clemson and N. C. State
Feb. 21 Wake Forest at Clemson
Feb. 25 U. S. C. at Clemson
Feb. 28 Maryland at Clemson
Feb. 29 Virginia at Clemson
March 5-7 A. C. C. Tournament
in Raleigh, N. C.

get along
with others

Intramural Basketball
5:00 PM—B9 Purples vs. Dillon County
6:00 PM—Sigma Alpha Zeta Purples vs. D3 Oranges

Clemson
Meeting time: 7 p.m. Wedneldayl
Meeting place: Student Chapel
m

Science and Health is available at all
Christian Science Reading Rooms and at many
college bookstores. Paperback Edition fl.35.

DRUG COMPANY
Your j[/fexafl| Store

Wednesday night the Tigers played host to Duke,
and The Tiger (the paper one) goes to the printers by
Tuesday night. So there is nothing about that game
in this issue.

7:00 PM—D2 vs. B6

At Winston this past Saturday Roberts substituted
freely near the end of the game. Play got somewhat
9:00 PM—Sigma Alpha Zeta Oranges vs. 5th Bks. Pur- ragged. But there was one cool Tiger on the court.
While both teams were racing up and down the court
ples
throwing the ball to each other, Richard Hall was
calmly doing chin-ups at Clemson's end of the court
Games of Tuesday, January 14
on the basket's rim. The ref took a dim view of the act
and charged the surprised (doesn't he always look that
4:00 PM—A7 vs. F5 Oranges
5:00 PM—Kappa Delta Chi Eagles vs. Chester County way?) Hall with a technical. When asked about it,
Richard, who was really following up a shot and simply
6:00 PM—B7 Purples vs. Outstaters
hung on the rim for a moment, said, "See, I jumped up
7:00 PM—A8 vs. Numeral Society Purples
and when I looked down there was a Wake Forest play8:00 PM—Nu Epsilon vs. B8
er under me on the floor and I didn't want to fall on
9:00 P.M.—Calhoun County vs. F4 Oranges
. him . . ." Yea! Sure Rich, O.K.
8:00 PM—C8 vs. Numeral Society Oranges

Welcome Back
From The
Holidays

[Eagle Shirtmakers Proudly Announces]
**********

Attention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students
Who Need Some FINANCIAL HELP In Order To Complete Their
Education This Year And Will Then Commence Work.

NO. CALDWELL, N. J. MAN or a MISS LAUREN
WINS COVETED AFFLERBACH FELLOWSHIP!

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Prom Educational Fdn.

(10 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN.

UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

The McDougaid Funeral Home
Phone CA 4-4343
ANDERSON, S. C.

>

Clemson Agricultural College

L. C. MARTIN

"Bad Boy" Hall Gets Technical

4:00 PM—Kappa Sigma Nu vs. Greenville County

\

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

(Continued from Page 4)
"The Kid" Cunningham to 8 points. Against Duke in
Durham, Ski had Mullins for the game—Jeff got 10
points. And against Wake, Ski had Carmichael—Richard managed only 3 points. It's good to know Burnisky
will be giving his best effort everytime he wears the
Clemson uniform out on the court.

Games of Monday, January 13

SCftNCB
A.ND HtAtftt

Satisfying human relationships
can make a big difference between success and failure in college. Whether it's a roommate, a
professor, your family, or friends,
, , you want to get along well with
them. We are learning a lot about
this through our study of the
Christian Science textbook,
Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures by Mary Baker
Eddy. You can, too.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths of
i Christian Science.

TRAILING THE TIGER

©VOLKSWAGEN OF i

How much longer can we hand you this line?
Forever, we hope.
Because nobody ever intends to change the
Volkswagen's shape.
The only reason the Volkswagen is ever
changed is to make it work even better.
The money that-isn't spent on outside changes
is spent inside the car.
This system provides an immense advantage:
Time.
There's time to improve parts and still keep

most of them interchangeable.
(Which is why it's so easy to get VW parts, and
why our mechanics don't wake up screaming.)
There's time to put an immense amount of hand
work into each VW, and to finish each one like a
*6,000 machine.
And this system has also kept the price almost
the same over the years.
Some cars keep changing and stay the same.
Volkswagens stay the same and keep changing.

FRANK MYERS MOTORS, INC.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, South Carolina

AFTERwhat is possibly the world's record rumination over who won a color-naming competition
xlL we have reached a decision. If you can remember that far back, more than a year ago we deplored the uninspired names given to colors (light green, dark blue, etc.) as well as the sheer flights
of fancy that conveyed nothing at all (Kumquat Blossom Time, December Showers, Teaneck, etc.).
We asked your assistance in conjuring up new, evocative names for shirt colors, but names that
also had some connection with reality; such as Whizzer White, Well Red, Navel Orange, and so on.
* To make the enterprise more tempting we dangled a Grand Prize of a Traveling Afflerbach
Fellowship: a glamorous weekend at Quakertown, Pa., our HQ (with a free sightseeing trip into
romantic Philadelphia), or a dozen Eagle Shirts. Additionally, there were 9 Stationary Affierbachs
of 1/2 dozen Eagle Shirts offered as second prizes. * Well, here it is: The winner is none other
than either W. R. Goodwin of No. Caldwell, N. J. or Janet Lauren of New York, N. Y.! They were
so close, which is what held us up, that they both win the grand prize. Second prize winners will be
notified by mail. Congratulations, all! • Among the thousands and thousands of splendid names
submitted—some of which we shall surely use—were the following:
Forever Amber
Chat Aqua
Freres Aqua
Come Azure
Sick Bay
Editorial Beige
Gar Beige
} I
Noblesso Beige
Shan Franshishco
Beige
Hole of Calcutta
i
Black
Jungle Board Black
Miss Affler Black
Strap Molasses Black
Fountain Blue
Gabriel Blue
Hulla Blue
St. James Infirmary
Blue
Something Blue
Turn Blue
Elizabeth Barretting
Brown
Hash Brown
How Now Cow Brown
Some-kind-of-nut
Brown
Wernervon Brown
Blind Man's Buff
.
Civil War Buff
t.i
And-to-Hell-witn §1
Burgundy
<pl
Bizet's Carmine
"1
Oe Sapio Carmine
Carminative
Cyd Cerise
World Cerise
Bit Cherry
Bread Chrome
Hot Chestnut
Original Cinnamon
Purr Cinnamon
Roe Cocoa
i
Come and Get Me
Copper
Robert Shaw Cora!
Eagle's Cream

Profits Ecru
Goodclean Fawn
Proud Flesh
Rudolf Flesh
Too too solid Flesh
Another part of the
Forest
Unforeseeable
Fuchsia
Freudian Gilt
Barry Water Gold
Bydosis Gold
Common Gold
lll-Gotten Gold
Molly Berg Gold
Conquered Grape
Statutory Grape
Gang Green
Keep-Bucks County
Green
Lohen Green
One-Putt Green
Other Fellow's Grass
Green
Sha Green
Thumb Green
Turn Green ■
My Darling Nelly
Grey
Dorian Grey

Isles Cream
Dun Scotus

At-night-all-cats-are
Gray
Prematurely Gray
Stin Gray
Zane Gray
Hard Hearted Henna
Lie Down Honey
Outdigo Indigo
Mood Indigo
|
Kiddledy Ivy
Hill Mob Lavender
Blind Date Lemon
Lilac a Trooper
Harry Lime
Mason Dixon Lime
My Funny Valiant
Ifme
Quick Lime
Sub Lime
Free Loden

Seventh Ebon

Impenetrable Maize

Willie Maize
Sweet Molly Maroon
Your Mauve
Afterdinner Mint
Establish Mint
U.S. Mint
Shotan Mist
Mickey Moss
S. F. B. Moss
Go-Easy-on-the
Mustard
Plastered Mustard
Army Navy
Swiss Navy
Uncommitted
Neutral
God's Little Ochre
Medi Ochre
Wicked Ochre
Strip Ochre
Tappi Ochre
Bringemback Olive
Im Peach
Com Pewter
Lydia Pink
Parlor Pink
Political Plum
Tuckered Out Plum
lllanimous Puce
Rest in Puce
Clare Booth Luce
Puce
Ouida Purple
People Eater Purple
Unpertur Purple
Silly Putty
Better Dead than
Red
Blooded American
Boy Red
light District Red
Sea Red
Thorob Red
Shad Rose
Billy Rose
Cost-of-living Rose
Gypsy Rose
Hackles Rose
Hedge Rose
Too Black Rose

Glasses Colored
Rose
Tokyo Rose
Abie's Irish Rose
Braint Rust
Guaranteed Rust
Implicit Rust
Livery Sable
Old Chinese Sage
Polish Sauce Sage
Lock Sand
Leapin' Lizards
Sandy
Hell Sapphire
Holy Mackerel
Sapphire
Lawsy Miss Scarlet
Paint Sienna
Rmo Silver
Bipartisan Slate
Last Straw
Outright Steel
Eppy Taffy
Barroom Tan
Charla Tan
Fan Tan
Convertible Taupe
Room at the Taupe
Tip Taupe
Unsafe Topaz
Down Umber
Telephone Umber.
Unshrinking Violet
Bled White
Civil White '
Inalienable White
'Enry'lgginsJust
You White
Fwanklloyd White
Hepple White
Hereford Faced
White
White Urp
Follow the Brick
Road Yellow
Stonepark Yellow
Sunlight on the
Mustard of a
Coney Island Hot

Dog at Sunset
Yellow

I
I
•
I
•
I
•
I
•
I
•
I
•
I
•
I
•

■ •I

PLEASE DO NOT FILL IN
THIS COUPON!

•

I

THE only reason this coupon is here is: we are going to'
make this page into an easel card to sit on the counters
of stores that sell Eagle Shirts; and where this space is we
are going to have a pad of entry blanks which people who
buy shirts (as opposed to people who merely read ads like
this and who at any rate have already had a chance at
color-naming) may fill out with their color name entries.
Fair is fair. Incidentally, this sort of effort is called "mer-.
chandising", possibly because it is intended to brighten the
eyes of the merchant who sells Eagle shirts. If you don't
know who that might be in your town (they don't all have
neon signs announcing same in their windows, you know)
you might write Miss Afflerbach; you may use the coupon
for that if you like.
Dear Miss Afflerbach
Eagle Shirtmakers,
Quakertown, Pa.:
Where is my nearest Eagle Shirt dealer? (Psst, how about

•

I
I
•

Name-

•

© 1964. EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS, QUAKERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

I

I

_for a color name?) Sincerely,

AddressCity

.

_Zone_

-State-

'- i
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Roundballers Romp
Wake Victim 87-61
By FRED CRAFT
- After suffering two defeats at
El Paso during the holidays, the
Clemson basketball team returned, to the East coast for more
important battles within the
A.C.C.
Their first encounter was
against Reverend Bones Mckinney and his Wake Forest five.
On Saturday Clemson's "T.V."

MID-WINTERS
(Continued from Page 1)
as a jazz or melodic instrument.
During that session Hamp played one number on the vibes,
and it became a hit. From then
on, Lionel Hampton became
known as "King of the Vibes"
as well as "Master of the
Drums".
..Lionel Hampton made his first
movie, "Pennies from Heaven"
with Louis Armstrong, a film
starring Bing Crosby at Paramount. Louis went back east,
but Lionel stayed in Los Angeles.
One hot August night, Benny
Goodman dropped in to catch
the kid he'd heard about. He
stayed to jam through the next
morning and that afternoon
called Lionel Hampton to record
with his trio, himself, Gene
Krupa on drums and Teddy
Wilson on piano. That was the
start of the Benny Goodman
Quartet, when they recorded
"Dinah," "Moonglow," "My
Last Affair" and "Exactly Like
You," all of which became
hits. Benny went back to New
York to go into the Pennsylvania Hotel's Manhattan Room
and to appear Tuesday nights
on CBS' "Camel Caravan." He
phoned Lionel to join him.
Hamp hung up, thinking it was
a joke played by friends. Even
when Benny wired him confirming the offer, the young musician wasn't sure.
TWO-FINGERED PIANIST
: Somewhere along the way,
Lionel Hampton originated his
famed two-finger piano styleusing his fingers on the keyboard like mallets on the vibes.
He has written dozens of hits,
from his jumping "Flyin'
Home" and "Central Avenue
Breakdown" and "Hamp's Boogie" to the beautiful "Midnight
Sun," as well as adapting many
Israeli tunes to American tastes.
I So The Hamp began preparing for his future, never
knowing it would include request performances at three
presidential inaugurations, touring the world representing the
United States Department of
State, untold awards and honors, including the performance
of a major symphonic work by
him, "King David Suite," by a
110-piece symphony orchestra
conducted by Demetrius Mitropoulis at New York's Town
Hall and featuring Lionel Hampton as the outstanding musical
performer of 1959 as chosen by
the men of music of New York.
MONEY MATTERS
The CDA is charging $2 a
person or $3 a couple for The
Four Preps' Concert Friday
night; the dance following with
The Fabulous Five is $2 a couple. A $2 a couple admission is
being charged for the concert
Saturday, and $3.50 a couple for
the dance that night. A block
ticket for the dance Friday and
the concert and dance Saturday
is being sold for $6.50.

boys opened the new year with
a smashing 87-61 rout of the
Deamon Deacons.
After the game Coach Bobby
Roberts said, "This is the best
game we have ever played."
Quite a change from the
"worst game they ever played"
against Baylor.
Clemson opened up by hitting
their first six shots, and Wake
could never catch up. Wake hit
a poor 20 per cent from the
field to add further dismay to
a "poor performance," as termed by the exciting McKinney.
Brilliant defensive play by the
Tigers forced Wake to take bad
shots and many various mistakes from the Deacons. A tremondous effort by Gary Burnisky all but haunted Deac Ace
Richard Carmichael, holding
him to 3 points.
Jim Brennan, with 23 points,
and Ski with 22 paced the hot
Tiger offense. Donnie Mahaffey
continued his comeback with a
fine game also. Milasnovich and
Bohonak played good games;
Nick off the boards and Bo in
defensing Christie. The win left
the Tigers 3 and 2, which was
good enough for third place in
the conference standings.
Tomorrow night Clemson takes
on a surprisingly strong Erskine
team. As Coach Bobby Roberts
stated recently. "Clemson students have been real good to us."
Let's continue this fine support
of the deserving Tigers Saturday night.

Ref Says Game
May Be Hurt By
Blacklist Rule
Is the "blacklist rule" against
referees hurting basketball? One
of the best refs in the business
thinks so. He's Charlie Eckman,
the short, likable fellow who has
been in the business a long
time.
The rule allows a college
coach to name two referees who
will not be allowed to call any
of his teams games during the
season. Thus, the rule is a sort
of blacklist which can cut an
unpopular refs salary considerably. But Eckman has another
viewpoint.
The cigar-chewing Eckman
states, "The rule is causing the
game officials to call the play
in favor of the home team—so
that the ref will stay in the
coach's favor. There are more
home court refs now than ever
before."
Mr. Eckman, who is famous
for impartial attitude during the
games he's working, has implied
that he might be falling out of
some coaches favor. Namely
Bones McKinney for one. This
situation could indeed be harmful to basketball. Maybe something should be done; we like
the game best when Charlie
calls e'm like he sees e'm.

Fraternities Announce Rush Week;
for the Saturday night party. In a joint statement released
All of these above rules are
ed for their individual frater- very important and will be Tuesday, Marchant and Rawnity. The rushees who have re- strictly enforced by the Inter- lings said, "We want to encourage all truly interested in
ceived bids will accept the bid Fraternity Council.
from the fraternity they had Most of the fraternities on our fraternity system at Clemchosen to join. The accepting the Clemson campus were be- son to take advantage of this
Our
of bids will continue only for gun during December of 1959 wonderful opportunity.
one hour, from 7 pm to 8 pm. and January and February of fraternities offer many advant1960. The main purpose of the
All rushes accepting bids will fraternities is to present a well- ages to its members. We hope
be required to stay in the chap- rounded college life for its the people who show interest
ter he has accepted a bid from members
through
social, enough to come to the open
until after 8 pm Monday night. school, and scholastic activities.
In releasing the rush rules, The IFC was started in 1961
Marchant and Rawlings stress- to act as a go between from
ed several important rules. No the fraternities and the college
rushee shall spend the night administration and to coordiin a chapter dormitory during nate the activities of the frarush season unless his resi- ternities.
dence is there. No alcoholic
beverages will be consumed by
any fraternity member or rush
LOST:
at an IFC sponsored rush funcSMALL BLACK LEATHER
tion. No function will be held
CLUTCH BAG
by any fraternity that doesn't
Return To 2B5
appear on the IFC Rush calenWOMEN'S DORM
dar. Girls will not participate
in any rush function except
(Continued from Page 1)

house chapters held will come
back and become rushees. The
number of rushees who accept
membership increases every
year. Last year out of 300 rushees, 200 accepted bids from
various fraternities. We believe
the student has a genuine interest in fraternities this year,
and we expect the largest turn
out in the short history of the
Clemson fraternities."

A FREE GIFT FOR YOUR
5l> CONTRIBUTION TO

^(h^H-ya/u

Shoe Repairs
CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

(fjaJwlina VLaiioncd
(Bank
Pendleton, South Carolina
cordially invites
each and every
CLEMSON STUDENT
to open a
CHECKING ACCOUNT
at NO service CHARGE

The most practical assortment of fine, nationally-advertised products — courtesy of famous manufacturers.
Here ore the type of products which have been in pasf PACS:
M0UTHWASH
COLD TABLETS
SHAMPOO
RAZOR BLADES
HAIR TONIC

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
TOOTH PASTE
DEODORANTS
HEADACHE REMEDIES
COSMETICS (Girls)

BLACK BLACK BLACK IS THE
COLOR—of your truly formal clothes.
Period. Unquote. No exceptions—unless
your holiday plans include Palm Beach or
some such subtropical resort! (In that
case, off-white, pastels and even Madras
plaids may he worn, according to local
custom.) Your dinner jacket is traditionally cut along Natural Shoulder lines, and
worn with plain, pleatless trousers with
a single line of braid down the side. Although thft satin-faced shawl collar is the
orthodox touch, the notched lapel is taking
an increasing lead in popularity, and some
peaked lapels are also being worn.

DATE — UNTIL JAN. 15, 1964
While the supply lasts, get your CAMPUS-PAC Certificate

"GIVE AND RECEIVE"

YOU CAN PLAY IT COOL—no matter how perspiration-prone
you are! Paradoxical as it may seem, the addition of synthetic
fibers has subtracted an incredible amount of weight from the
standard worsted-and-mohair blends of dress suitings! Those manmade miracle fibers will do you another favor when it comes to
shirts. They've got a built-in, spic-and-span crispness that has
nothing to do with old-fashioned, suit-of-armor starch! And some-,
thing else your shirts should shun is the old-fashioned riverboat
gambler look. That fancy shirt-front with the lace and ruffles
should be worn only for a TV guest shot—flat, pristine pleats are
the order of the day in smart circles!
■

DETAILS-ALWAYS DETAILS!
Exactly. For instance, studs and cufflinks
should be dark—black pearl or something ,
in the same spectrum, and as simple as
possible. No Maharaja of Baroda effects
allowed (unless, of course, you're the
Maharaja of Baroda!). ^he wearing of '.
the vest, silk and backless, is on the increase, while cummerbunds are still widely popular. In either case, it's a nice touch
to match it to your tie. This can be done
in a variety of fabrics—silk barathea,
satin, brocade—and in one color. Black.
And look for a revival of the more generously proportioned butterfly bow tie.

ROTC

MIND YOUR MILEAGE—when you pick out'your formal footwear. Make sure they're comfortable—mobility is better than
moanin' low, once you get to the party! Properly, they should be
patent leather, plain-toe, in either a 2-eyelet tie or the easy slip-on
pump with a flat grosgrain bow. Equally acceptable is the ligMJ*
weight plain-toe style in black calf, polished to a high gloss. Lustrous silk or nylon flat-knit black hose are correct—preferably
hi-risers, to avoid charges of indecent exposure of hairy leg when
you sit down!

COUNT ON CHEVROLET TO BUILD THE ONE YOU WANT
ONE-STOP CHEVROLET SHOPPING never meant Chevelle has the room you want in a size you can handle.
more than it does today. Five lines to choose from^- Chevy II's handsome in sparkling new trim. Corvairs for
starting with the Jet-smooth luxury Chevrolet, then the '64 enjoy crisp styling accents and more power—nearly 19%
totally new Chevelle, the better-than-ever Chevy II, sporty more horsepower in the standard engine.The famous Corvette
Corvair, and the exciting Corvette Sting Ray. And you've Sting Rays have a smoother ride and smarter interiors.
got 45 models and 22 engines to choose from.
Put all this choice together and you see why
Chevrolet's Impala Super Sport series tops the
you can count on Chevrolet to build the one you
CHEVROLET
lineup with luxury you'll love to get used to.
want in '64! And it's at your Chevrolet dealer's!

THE GREAT HIGHWAY PERFORMERS Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy H • Corvair • Corvette

See them at your Chevrolet Showroom

The AIR FORCE Wants

CONNECTICUT DAILY CAMPUS, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, suggests the "1,000
Ships" method of grading coeds.

More than 900—Wow! From
700 to 900—Probably a Kappa,
DZ, or AEPhi. From 400 to
700—Are you still dating that
girl from French A? From 100
to 400—Honest, Charlie, my sister is a barrel of laughs. Below 100 — Another blind date
from Sprague.
a
-tc
*
THE TENNESSEE TECH
ORACLE, Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, Cookeville, has
this to say about the latest
campus panty raid:
It seems that college is a
place where some people go to
act like a child while expecting
to be treated as an adult.

STRICTLY SPEAKING—you're on "dress parade" at a formal
party. There's nothing like the lift that dinner clothes can give you,
■when you're all dressed up with someplace to go! But make no mistake—this is one time when tradition- calls the turn. Formal dress
leaves little room for the expression of your individuality—every
component must be correct. Now, let's have a rundown on the rules
—plus all the loopholes the law allows t

PLACE — E-232, 38NBA, E-541, D-524, 6-206

(Continued from Page 2)

The idea, a la Helen of Troy's
face that launcdel 1,000 ships,
is to rate girls according to
how many ships they would
launch. It works this way:

Brace yourself—here come the holidays, with their feasts, fetes
and festivities! And it's not a moment too soon to start organizing
your formal clothes, right down to the smallest detail, so you'll b»
ready for any and all invitations to greet this gala season!

With the compliments of the manufacturers, CAMPUS-PAC
offers you a wonderful assortment of quality products you
need and want! This sensational free gift worth at least
three times your 50< donation — and there are moneysaving coupons in every PAC! Don't miss out! CAMPUS-PAC
cannot be bought.

JUST A BIT TOO MUCH

New System
Rates Coeds

BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director

f

(Continued from Page 1)
name of his school will be engraved permanently on the base
of the trophy.
Miniature replicas of the trophy will be presented for permanent retention by . the winner and the recipient's school.
Selection of the winner will
be based upon the individual's
military and academic grades,
potential qualities as an officer,
leadership in academic and student-body fields, and demonstrated qualities of discipline,
courtesy, personality,
and
character.

burning but in the freedom of expression. Of course
no freedom is boundless and each is limited by the
rights of others; but no man has the right to freedom
from offensive portrayals.
What would happen if we were forbidden to make
fun of people in high office? What if there was a restraining order against the sale of the "First Family"
records? Clearly this would be a police state and an
outright dictatorship. We do not believe that it is a
very long step from the legal suppression of blackface
to the end of all freedom of criticism. The freedom
of speech can tolerate no exceptions.

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

BUTTON UP YOUR OVERCOATfor these gala evenings grow chill—to say
nothing of the cold gray dawns that follow! A black raglan-shoulder coat in a '
mohair blend, Bal-collared in black velvet,
is a connoisseur's choice. A smart alternative is the Natural Shoulder topcoat in
oxford gray or black, with fly-front. The
fine finishing touches include a white silk'
muffler and gray mocha gloves-^-slip-on or
button style.
That's it—the blueprint to follow if you'd be the model of a modern
partyrgoer I.Have fun, and we'll see you next year.® i963,E«iuirt, z*.

ABBOTT'S MEN SHOP

JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE

TIGERS
YOU MAY NOW BE ELIGIBLE FOR AFROTC

JOIN THE ELITE CORPS
REGISTER FOR AIR SCIENCE SECOND SEMESTER

^flBiOttS'
MCNS

SHOP

CLEMSON — SENECA

JANUARY SALES
$9.95 Wool TROUSERS Reduced To .
Corduroy TROUSERS Reduced To.
Docron and Cotton TROUSERS Reduced To
SPORT COATS Reduced To
$3.98 SHIRTS Reduced To
$2.98 SHIRTS Reduced To

JUDGE KELLER

.$ 7.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
3.00
.
2.00

